In this paper, different reconfigurability mechanisms are proposed to scan the pointing direction at a fixed frequency of recently-proposed leaky-wave antennas based on omega-bianisotropic Huygens' metasurfaces. The tunability of both the waveguide height and the dielectric permittivity of the substrate filling the waveguide are studied, extracting theoretical expressions to predict the dependence of the beam pointing direction with the design parameters. It is shown that it is possible to control the scanning rate, a challenging task for conventional leaky-wave antennas, leading to different performances: high scanning, radiation pattern stability and backward-to-forward scanning. Additionally, the control of the scanning rate is exploited to reduce the beam squinting when varying the frequency. Simulation results of several designs with both impedance sheets and physical realization to implement the metasurfaces demonstrate the validity of the theoretical predictions and the reconfigurability potential of such a structure. INDEX TERMS Bianisotropy, Huygens' principle, leaky-wave antenna, metasurface, reconfigurability, scanning.
I. INTRODUCTION
The emerging wireless services, such as advanced automotive radars or 5G, demand antennas with high gain and capable of reconfiguration to adapt themselves to the changing environment. Therefore, reconfigurability is now a key feature in antenna research. Phased arrays are a popular solution for beam reconfigurability in these applications [1] , [2] . These arrays consist of a large number of radiating elements connected by a complex (corporate) feeding network that allows the required phase and amplitude distribution to be implemented and, in this way, the control and reconfiguration of the radiation pattern. For high directivity antennas, the large number of elements leads to the need for a large number of active components, with the important limitation of high cost and losses, especially at millimeter-wave frequencies.
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An appealing alternative to phased arrays are leaky-wave antennas, which are based on open waveguiding structures that gradually leak power while the wave is being propagated along it [3] . In this case, the feeding network is extremely simple (it is the waveguiding structure itself) and, due to this series feeding topology, they have the capability of frequency scanning. In order to control both the directivity and the beam pointing direction, both components of the propagation constant, the attenuation constant (leakage factor) and the phase constant, must be independently set, which has been traditionally a challenge [4] .
The appearance of metasurfaces and metamaterials has led to an important advance in leaky-wave antennas. In recent years, numerous works have been published on the control of the radiation properties of leaky-wave antennas with the use of metasurfaces [5] - [10] . These artificial surfaces are designed so that the desired boundary conditions are imposed and, then, the pursued field transformation is achieved. Recently, several groups have investigated the spatial VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ variation of leakage rates and phase constants for achieving antenna beamshaping [11] , [12] . Electronic reconfigurability in these metasurface-based LWAs is desired, especially for communication applications such as 5G. In order to achieve such reconfigurability, either the elements forming the periodic structure or the material supporting the structure must be tuned. In metasurfaces, the number of elements is very large; therefore, tuning the elements can be very complex. Liquid crystals (LCs) are receiving a lot of attention recently for metasurface reconfiguration due to their feature of tuning the LC electrical permittivity through a biasing voltage [13] . In [14] , [15] the authors introduce the possibility of tuning LC-based metasurfaces to achieve beam scanning reconfigurability in antennas and show a simulated example of an LC filling a waveguide forming the LWA. In this case, the antenna is based on a sinusoidally modulated reactance sheet whose average impedance is modified with the electronic tuning of the LC. Another solution for reconfigurability of LWAs can be the use of piezo-actuators to change the distance between the ground plane and the array of elements (the thickness of the material supporting the LWA) [16] , [17] .
However, in all these works, no discussion of the control of the scanning sensitivity is provided and the shown results do not include scanning from backward to forward through broadside, which would be more useful in practice. The control of the scanning sensitivity with respect to the tunable parameter is highly necessary in order to achieve the desired beam scanning range, especially, when considering the limitations/restrictions that the mentioned tuning technologies impose (such as the low substrate thickness when using LCs or the maximum achievable displacement when employing piezo-actuators). Other works on LWAs pay attention to the problem of the scanning rate control, either for increasing the rate in scanning-beam applications with reduced bandwidth [18] , [19] or for reducing the beam-squinting in fixed-beam applications [20] , [21] . However, these latter works deal with the intrinsic scanning mechanism with frequency variation. In particular, for LWAs, in which frequency scanning inherently occurs, the interplay between this scanning method and the various mechanisms for dynamic (electric or mechanical) beam steering should be considered for reconfigurability over a certain bandwidth.
The authors recently proposed a novel concept of LWA based on the use of Huygens' metasurfaces with bianisotropy of the Omega type [22] . Huygens' metasurfaces, proposed in [23] - [25] , consist of sub-wavelength electrically-and magnetically-polarizable particles that, based on the equivalence principle, when properly designed, impose the necessary boundary conditions to achieve the desired field transformation. By introducing Omega-type bianisotropy in the Huygens' metasurface, it was possible to propose an LWA with powerful control of the radiation pattern, with independent design of the beam pointing direction and the leakage factor. In this paper, we explore the scanning properties of such antennas. Instead of controlling the phase of the radiating elements, we propose a much simpler reconfigurability mechanism: the modification of the waveguide characteristics, either the permittivity of the dielectric filling the waveguide or the waveguide height, which could be implemented with LCs or piezo-actuators, respectively. Note that, unlike in other LWAs in which beam reconfigurability is accomplished by changing the geometrical parameters of the unit-cell elements (for instance, using varactors as done in [26] ), in such a complicated structure, made up of several different unit-cells per period, each one having three or four different layers, this reconfigurability mechanism can be quite challenging. As will be shown, in the antenna proposed in [22] , the large number of degrees of freedom allows the control of the scanning sensitivity with a very simple theoretical model, which, as denoted above, is crucial for ensuring the beam-steering fidelity of LWAs.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II details the structure geometry and summarizes the theoretical derivation of the concept. Section III and Section IV address the concept of beam reconfigurability by a variation of the waveguide height and the dielectric permittivity of the substrate filling the waveguide, respectively. Section V shows the simulation results of several designs using reactance sheets to implement the metasurface: two with different scanning rates (high and low), achieved by varying the waveguide height and another one with backward-to-forward scanning, achieved by varying the dielectric permittivity. Section VI verifies the concept with simulation results of a design using a physical structure for the metasurface. Importantly, Section VII demonstrates how the scanning rate control can be used to reduce the beam squinting in such a leaky-wave antenna. Finally, Section VIII contains the discussion and main conclusions of the work.
II. CONCEPT AND THEORY
The geometry of the studied structure is shown in Fig. 1 . It is a parallel-plate waveguide in which, instead of a conductor top plate, a Bianisotropic Huygens' Metasurface (BHMS) of the Omega type is used. In this way, the power is gradually leaked through the BHMS. The guide can be filled by an arbitrary dielectric, although in [27] and [22] air was used. The waveguide height is d and the BHMS has a length in the y-coordinate of L. A transverse electric (TE) polarized field is used as field excitation (E y = E z = H x = 0). Although the theoretical derivation for this structure was presented in [22] , it is summarized here for the sake of completeness.
As shown in [28] , [29] , by using the bianisotropic sheet transition conditions for scalar Omega-type bianisotropic metasurfaces, the transverse field components above (E + x and H + y ) and below (E − x and H − y ) the BHMS (z → ±0) can be related. In this way, the metasurface parameters Z se , Y sm and K em can be obtained as a function of E + x , E − x , H + y , H − y evaluated at z → ±0, which, when the field transformation satisfies local power conservation, can be expressed as FIGURE 1. Proposed LWA configuration, which consists of a parallel-plate waveguide with the top plate being a bianisotropic metasurface [22] .
follows [22] , [28] :
where Z se stands for the electric surface impedance, Y sm for the magnetic surface admittance, and K em for the magnetoelectric coupling coefficient. Finally, the omegabianisotropic metasurface constituents can be realized in practice using wire-loop inclusions [30] , [31] or an asymmetric stack of cascaded impedance sheets [22] , [32] - [34] . As derived in [22] , in order to obtain the LWA operation, we stipulate the electromagnetic field below and above the metasurface as follows:
and E + x = |E out |e −jk + z z e −jk + y y e jξ (3a)
where ξ is a constant phase shift that can be added to the wave as a degree of freedom and the propagation constants are complex: k z = β z − jα z and k y = β − jα, where α is the leakage factor of the antenna. As demonstrated in [28] , in order to achieve the proposed transformation by means of a lossless and passive metasurface, the power along the metasurface must be conserved locally through the BHMS. This condition clearly imposes the same leakage rate above and below the BHMS (α + = α − = α) and the following relation between the amplitudes of the fields:
where η + and η − stand for the wave impedances in the media above (air) and below the metasurface, respectively.
It can be demonstrated that, when α is constant, the result of substituting the field expressions, given by (2) and (3), into the metasurface constituents {K em , Z se , Y sm }, given by (1) , are periodic expressions, with a period given by [22] 
which indicates that radiation occurs through the first order Floquet-Bloch harmonic. The phase constants in the two regions of the space, β + and β − , can be related to the pointing angle θ out and the angle of incidence inside the LWA θ in , respectively, by
The theoretical derivation (1)- (5) revealed that there is an exact solution to convert a guided mode into a single radiating leaky mode by means of a periodic metasurface with arbitrary control of • the beam pointing direction (θ out ) • the constant leakage factor (α) • the period of the BHMS (p) • the parameters of the waveguide (d and r ). Even for electrically large periods of the BHMS, it was proven that there is only one Floquet mode excited and radiating. Then, the traditional problem of the open-stopband effect at broadside due to coupling of Floquet harmonics [35] does not appear. It is also worth mentioning that the waveguide height d can be arbitrary, therefore, the parallel-plate waveguide can be much thinner than conventional ones [27] , which need to have a waveguide height so that the resulting cut-off frequency of the first propagating TE mode is under the operating frequency.
III. BEAM RECONFIGURABILITY BY VARIATION OF THE WAVEGUIDE HEIGHT
As done in partially-reflecting surfaces, we can adopt a simple ray model in which the mode guided along the parallel-plate waveguide can be interpreted as the sum of the incident and reflected rays impinging on the BHMS. If we assume a constant reflection coefficient of the BHMS, = Re jφ , then the transverse resonance condition, which forces the transmitted and reflected fields inside the waveguide be added in phase, must be fulfilled for the field inside the waveguide [36] :
which can be written as
From here on, we will consider only the first mode (n = 1). Let us further assume a negligible angular dispersion of the metasurface. Then, if we modify d (the tuned value will be denoted as d ), θ in will change accordingly. Since the BHMS is periodic, the change in θ in will lead to a change in the beam VOLUME 7, 2019 pointing direction θ out , according to (5) and (6) . Please note that this reconfigurability mechanism is valid for any periodic LWA. For instance, if the waveguide is filled with air (k
Although the design of the metasurface warrants that all the power couples to only one Floquet mode, once the input angle changes, other modes could be excited. However, if the angular dispersion of the BHMS is low (as we assumed and will be confirmed in the following), it is reasonable to suppose that the metasurface will retain its functionality, even when θ in is varied [37] , namely, the power would still be predominantly radiated via the first-order Floquet-Bloch mode. Therefore, by combining (9) and (8), it is straightforward to extract the relation between θ out and the waveguide height d. First, the design parameters for the field transformation must be chosen (for instance, p, θ in and the waveguide height for which the design is carried out, d). Then, assuming the invariance of the phase of the reflection coefficient of the BHMS, φ, when we modify the waveguide height to a new value (d ), the modified angle of incidence is given by
Then, by using (9), θ out can be obtained as follows
In order to show the variation of θ out with the waveguide height, Fig. 2a shows the result of (11) for the '-' solution (radiation through the −1 harmonic) when the BHMS is originally designed (before tuning) for p = λ and several θ in . Different slopes for this relation depending on the original-design input angle θ in and the ratio d/d can be observed. Therefore, the operation point allows the control of the scanning sensitivity with the variation in d . As (11) shows, the achievable output angles depend on the chosen period for the BHMS. In order to illustrate the influence of the period on the scanning rate, Fig. 2b shows the dependence of θ out with d/d when doubling the period of Fig. 2a . As can be seen, while for p = λ 0 ( Fig. 2a ) the range of achievable angles is [−90 • ,0 • ], for p = 2λ 0 ( Fig. 2b ) it is [−30 • ,30 • ] for the same values of d/d . In fact, there is a simple relation between the period and the maximum achievable output angle:
where p(λ 0 ) is the period expressed in λ 0 . As expected from (11) , the sensitivity of θ out with the variation of d (i.e., δθ out δd ) is exactly the same in both cases of Fig. 2a for each couple of values (d − θ in ), but shifted along the θ out axis. Therefore, the choice of the period is bound to the beam pointing directions that can be achieved. (11), of the beam pointing direction, θ out with respect to d /d for different values of the input angle of incidence θ in when the period is (a) p = λ 0 and (b) p = 2λ 0 .
In order to have a better idea of the scanning rate, the derivative of (11) can be easily obtained as
So, the scanning rate has an asymptote when the denominator of (13) vanishes, which corresponds to
This means that d has a minimum value it can take while still allowing radiation: d ≥ d cos θ in , which is also observed in Fig. 2 . Moreover, the scanning sensitivity is lower as d increases. In order to illustrate this better, Fig. 3 plots the scanning rate with respect to d/d . A strong variation in the slope is observed. The decrease of the scanning sensitivity as d/d deviates from the asymptote is highlighted. This indicates that for fast scanning, d should vary closely below d cos θ in . In the same way, for slow dispersion of the beam pointing direction, d should be much higher than d cos θ in . The further from the value d = d cos θ in , the lower the scanning sensitivity with respect to the waveguide height. The choice of the waveguide height for the design of the BHMS (d) is arbitrary and the theoretical derivation, given by (1)-(5), does not impose any restrictions to this value. θ in is also a degree of freedom. Thus, d and θ in can be chosen such that the BHMS LWA is in the desired region of the scanning rate.
IV. BEAM RECONFIGURABILITY BY VARIATION OF THE DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY OF THE WAVEGUIDE
Another possibility to change the pointing direction can be implemented by varying the electric permittivity of the dielectric filling the parallel-plate waveguide ( r ). In this case, (8) can be written as
and (10) (when considering again n = 1) is now equivalent to
where r denotes the relative electric permittivity for which the design of the BHMS was carried out and r the tuned value of this permittivity. Likewise to the variation in the waveguide height, we can now obtain θ out as follows
Please notice that (17) is not equivalent to (11) (changing d by r ), since they have different variation expressions with respect to the reconfigurable parameter. Moreover, no dependence in d appears, therefore, d can be arbitrarily chosen. This is interesting for the use of LCs, which cannot be very thick (typically around 100 µm, which is less than λ 0 /100 at 20 GHz, for instance). Fig. 4 plots the variation of θ out when r is varied for a case in which the design of the BHMS has been carried out for r = 3. Again, as can be seen in Fig. 4a (p = λ 0 ) compared (17), of the beam pointing direction, θ out with the relative permittivity of the material filling the waveguide r for different values of the input angle of incidence θ in . In this case, the BHMS design was carried out for r = 3. (a) p = λ 0 and (b) p = 2λ 0 .
to Fig. 4b (p = 2λ 0 ), the period produces a shift in the curves along the θ out axis. Two main differences with the previous scanning mechanism can be noticed. First, in this case, there is a wide central region in which the scanning sensitivity is constant. Therefore, by choosing appropriately the period, the targeted scanning range can be located within the region of linear variation of θ out with r . Second, unlike in the case of waveguide height tuning, in this case, very low sensitivity of θ out with the variation of r cannot be achieved. Therefore, the two scanning mechanisms can have different applications.
V. SIMULATION VERIFICATION USING IMPEDANCE SHEETS
In order to verify the aforementioned reconfigurability potential, simulation results of several examples are shown in this section. In this case, no specific metasurface implementation is used for the electromagnetic simulations (carried out in ANSYS HFSS) and the BHMS consists of three layers of impedance sheets [22] , [38] . The cell length is λ 0 /6 and the dielectric used for the different layers is RO3010 ( r = 12.94 at 20GHz). All the examples are carried out at 20 GHz. Due to FIGURE 5. Theoretical variation, given by (11) , compared to simulation results of the beam pointing direction, θ out with the variation of the waveguide height d for an example of low dispersion. In this case, the BHMS design was carried out with impedance sheets for d = 1.5λ 0 and p = 11/6λ 0 .
the TE excitation in the x-direction, the 2D scenario (treated analytically) can be converted into a line-antenna problem (1D) eventually for practical implementation, as done in [22] . Please note that, in this case of excitation, PEC walls emulate periodicity walls and, then, with this 1D problem, the 2D parallel-plate scenario is emulated. A waveport at y = 0 is used then as the excitation source.
A. EXAMPLE OF LOW SCANNING RATE WITH THE WAVEGUIDE HEIGHT
First, a design example of low dispersion of the beam pointing direction with respect to the waveguide height has been chosen. The period of the BHMS has been set to 11 cells (p = 11/6λ 0 ); then the resulting maximum θ out , according to (12) , is around 27 • . In order to have a low scanning rate, the design is carried out for an initial θ out = 25 • and d = 1.5λ 0 , with a resulting input angle θ in = 75 • , given by (9) . Then, the waveguide height will be varied, so that d/d < 1 (far from the asymptote given by (14)) and we work in the slow scanning regime, according to Fig. 3 . The leakage factor has been arbitrarily chosen to α = 0.02k 0 and an antenna length of L = 10λ 0 has been used, which allows around 90% of the power to be radiated. Fig. 5 shows the theoretical expected variation of the beam pointing direction with the waveguide height, calculated using (11) . It can be observed that for d > 1.5λ 0 , the variation in the pointing direction is very small. To corroborate this theoretical result, Fig. 6 shows the 2D directivity pattern obtained from electromagnetic simulation for different waveguide heights. It can be observed that the beam pointing direction is rather stable. Moreover, the low Side-Lobe Level (SLL) is kept even when the waveguide height is significantly increased. In this way, it is highlighted that antenna designs with low sensitivity to the waveguide heights can be highly resilient to fabrication errors. The beam pointing directions obtained from the simulations are 24.1 • , FIGURE 6. 2D directivity pattern obtained from electromagnetic simulation for an example of low dispersion with the variation in the waveguide height d .
25
.5 • , and 26.1 • for d = 1, 3 and 5λ 0 respectively. The good agreement of these results (represented as blue circles in Fig. 5 ) with the theoretical prediction validates the simple theoretical model.
B. EXAMPLE OF HIGH SCANNING RATE WITH THE WAVEGUIDE HEIGHT
In order to further illustrate the reconfigurability capabilities of the antenna, a design example of high dispersion is shown next. In order to compare it with the previous case, the design of the metasurface has been also carried out for an initial θ out of 25 • . This design has been performed for a small d, of value 0.25λ 0 , with two purposes: first, to show that the waveguide height can be chosen arbitrarily and, secondly, because an absolute variation in d is higher in relative terms as d is smaller, helping the purpose of fast scanning. The metasurface period has been chosen to be p = 13/6λ 0 , which makes the maximum θ out be around 33 • , according to (12) , and the resulting input angle be θ in = 62.15 • , according to (9) . The leakage factor and the BHMS length have been arbitrarily chosen as the previous example: α = 0.02k 0 and L = 10λ 0 .
The theoretical variation of the beam pointing angle with the waveguide height, calculated using (11) , is shown in Fig. 7 . Unlike the previous case, the angle variation is very sensitive to the change in the height, especially at lower values of d (it varies more than 10 • in 0.1λ 0 ). Fig. 8 shows the 2D directivity pattern obtained from electromagnetic simulation for waveguide heights of 0.15λ 0 , 0.4λ 0 and 0.65λ 0 . The change in the beam pointing direction is significant, as expected. Again, it is important to mention that the beam pointing direction can be reconfigured without a degradation in the radiation pattern (the SLL is practically maintained for the different cases). The beam FIGURE 7. Theoretical variation, given by (11) , compared to simulation results of the beam pointing direction, θ out with the waveguide height d for an example of high scanning rate. In this case, the BHMS design was carried out with impedance sheets for d = 0.25λ 0 and p = 13/6λ 0 . pointing directions obtained from the simulations are 8.7 • , 33.1 • , and 38.5 • for d = 0.15, 0.4 and 0.65λ 0 respectively, which are in very good agreement with the values predicted by the theoretical model ( Fig. 7) . Also note that the needed variations in the waveguide height are of several millimeters (e.g., 0.1λ 0 is around 1.5 mm whereas 0.4λ 0 is 6 mm), which are in the range of the achievable distances with piezo-electric actuators [16] .
C. EXAMPLE OF BACKWARD-TO-FORWARD SCANNING WITH THE SUBSTRATE ELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY
An example of the beam reconfigurability with the tuning of the relative permittivity r is shown next. The design has been carried out to scan from the backward to the forward direction in a wide angle range. For this purpose and according to (17) , r , p and θ in have been carefully chosen to produce a scanning (17), compared to simulation results of the beam pointing direction when the relative permittivity of the material filling the waveguide r is varied for an example of forward-to-backward scanning. In this case, the BHMS design was carried out with impedance sheets for r = 2.5, p = λ 0 , θ in = 30 • and the waveguide height was d = λ g /2. FIGURE 10. 2D directivity pattern obtained from electromagnetic simulation for the example of forward-to-backward scanning with the tuning of r . In this case, the BHMS design was carried out with impedance sheets for r = 2.5, p = λ 0 , θ in = 30 • and the waveguide height was d = λ g /2.
centered around broadside ( r = 2.5, p = λ 0 and θ in = 30 • ). d has been arbitrary chosen to λ 0 /(2 √ r ). Fig. 9 shows the theoretical variation with the relative permittivity for the design example. It can be observed that, with a tuning of r from 2.5 to 5, scanning from −40 • to +50 • can be easily achieved with no significant degradation in the beam shape or the directivity (Fig. 10 ).
Following the same design methodology, a final example is shown in this section to illustrate the ability of the proposed BHMS LWA design to tune the scanning angle by varying r for a very thin dielectric waveguide (0.1λ 0 ) over a typical variation range of a commercial liquid crystal. For this purpose, the provided variation range (at 19 GHz) of a FIGURE 11. 2D directivity pattern obtained from electromagnetic simulation for an example of forward-to-backward scanning with the tuning of r in the range from 2.5 to 3.5 (implementable with liquid crystals) and waveguide height of 0.1λ 0 . In this case, the BHMS design was carried out with impedance sheets for r = 2.9, p = 10/6λ 0 and θ in = 24 • . commercial high tunability microwave liquid crystal from Merck KGaA company [39] has been considered for the design (permittivity variation from 2.5 to 3.5). Fig. 11 shows that beam forward-to-backward scanning can be achieved in such a thin waveguide over an implementable variation range of r .
The main drawback of this reconfigurability mechanism is that the variation in the dielectric permittivity will likely modify the behavior of the metasurface when it is implemented with a physical structure. The bottom layer will be designed to present the required reactance values when it has a dielectric with a certain r below. Once the dielectric is tuned, the reactance values that this layer will present will be different, thus likely deteriorating the radiation performance [32] . This effect can be overcome if the waveguide is just partially filled with the tunable dielectric, as will be seen in Section VI.
VI. SIMULATION VERIFICATION USING A PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION FOR THE BHMS
As has been already demonstrated [28] , [32] , electric sheet admittances separated by dielectric layers can be realized using patterned metallic sheets. One of the many possible metallic patterns to implement the reactance sheets consist of a dog-bone shape [22] , since they can either behave capacitively or inductively depending on the chosen geometry. In this section, we use the same unit-cell geometry (cascaded dog-bones) as in [22] , for which the authors experimentally demonstrated the BHMS-based LWA concept. Since in a physical implementation the reactance sheets and the dielectric cannot be lossless, three cascaded dog-bones are not enough to achieve the required scattering parameters obtained from the theoretical formulation (which uses lossless particles to implement the desired field transformation). Indeed, with three dog-bone layers, losses will make the real implementation diverge from the theoretical design. Then, one extra layer (i.e. four cascaded dog-bones) was used, similar to [32] , in order to have an extra degree of freedom to match the achievable S-parameters with those required from the theoretical derivation.
Three 50 mil-thick RO3010 laminates are used, bonded with the 2 mil-thick bondply Rogers RO2929 ( r = 2.94), as Fig. 12 shows. The bondply is used as a thin film adhesive with low losses. The electromagnetic properties (including anisotropy) of the RO3010 laminates at 20 GHz (the chosen frequency of operation, with λ 0 ≈ 15 mm) have been used in the electromagnetic simulator ANSYS HFSS ( r = [12.94, 12.94, 11.19] ). The copper traces are 18 µm thick and 3 mil wide with a conductivity of 5.8 · 10 7 S/m, and the widths of the dog-bones have been kept constant for all the unit-cells of the same layer (W bot = W top = 95.3 mil and W mid1 = W mid2 = 40 mil), thus tuning the lengths (L bot , L mid1 , L mid2 and L top ) to achieve the desired impedance values.
A design for a pointing angle of θ out = −20 • , period of p = λ 0 (6 cells per period) and an air-filling waveguide ( r = 1) with height d = 0.75λ 0 has been taken as a starting point to analyze reconfigurability (Design 3 of [22] ). According to (9) , θ in = 41.1 • . The designed metasurface has a length of 10λ 0 with the proper design so that the leakage factor is the necessary one to radiate (in the absence of losses) 90% of the power. The resulting dog-bone lengths are shown in Table 1 .
In order to prove the validity of the previous simulation results with a physical realization, we analyze next the Simulated results of the partially-filled waveguide structure compared with the theoretical variation of the beam pointing direction when the relative permittivity of the material partially filling the waveguide r is varied (design with physical realization). In the theoretical prediction, (17) has been used, so the waveguide has been assumed homogeneous. In this case, the BHMS design was carried out for r = 1, p = λ 0 , d = 0.75λ 0 and θ out = −20 • . behavior of this realistic design when the permittivity of the dielectric filling the waveguide is varied (as previously commented, this is the most challenging reconfigurability mechanism when implementing a real structure). As aforementioned, filling the whole waveguide with the tunable dielectric would not be a good solution; therefore, here only 2/3 of the waveguide is filled with the tunable dielectric and the rest, close to the bottom facet of the metasurface, is left with air. Fig. 13 shows the simulated schematic. We have again used a waveport to excite the structure; however, in a final implementation, a coaxial connector, as done in [22] , could be used. Nonetheless, a careful design of the coaxial-waveguide transition must be done to guarantee good matching when tuning the reconfigurable parameter, which is out of the scope of this paper. Since the field distribution inside the waveguide is minimal near the BHMS [22] , it is expected that the effective refractive index of the guided mode is being dominated by the dielectric, and the equivalent permittivity of the whole waveguide would be very close to that of the tunable dielectric ( r ), so that the region with air would not affect much the theoretical variation of the output angle predicted in (17) . Fig. 4 in the constant scanning rate regions. According to this prediction, in this design, scanning from backward (−20 • ) to forward angles can be achieved when r is increased. In order to check this theoretical behavior, Fig. 15 shows the simulated 2D directivity for different values of r . Backward-to-forward scanning is achieved with a good preservation of the radiation pattern. Except for the increase of the SLL for the highest value of the permittivity ( r = 4), the SLL is maintained with the variation of r , which validates the assumption of negligible angle dispersion in the metasurface behavior made in Section III. Indeed, no other Floquet modes are significantly excited. Additionally, the predicted pointing angles are quite close to those obtained from the simulation. In order to prove that this tuning mechanism does not lead to a deterioration of the antenna impedance matching, Fig. 16 shows the simulated magnitude of the S 11 parameter for the different simulated values of r of the tunable dielectric partially filling the waveguide. Good matching is obtained for the whole range of r variation. Therefore, it is demonstrated that the reconfigurability mechanism and the simple relations to predict the scanning angle work with a physical structure and wide scanning ranges with good impedance matching can be achieved.
Another point to consider is how the tuning parameter affects the radiation efficiency (or gain). Table 2 collects the main antenna parameters for the physical implementation design with an antenna length of 10λ 0 and for the different values of r . It can be observed that, as the output angle increases towards the forward quadrant, the radiation FIGURE 16. Magnitude of the S 11 parameter (with 50 reference) from electromagnetic simulation for the realistic design with forward-to-backward scanning with the tuning of r . In this case, the waveguide is partially filled by a tuning substrate with a lower layer of d 1 = 0.5λ 0 and an upper air layer with d 2 = 0.25λ 0 . efficiency decreases (and so does the gain) even when the directivity is well maintained. Please note that in the extreme value of r , the degradation of the radiation pattern leads to a decrease in the directivity, which is a different phenomenon. These results suggest that, although the antenna length was properly chosen for the starting working point ( r =1), the antenna is short to keep good radiation efficiency for the rest of the tuned values. The aperture efficiency calculated as η ap = D max 2πL(λ 0 ) cos(θ max ) , where L(λ 0 ) is the antenna length in terms of the wavelength, shows that the decrease in the radiation efficiency leads to a better illumination efficiency. Therefore, for a good performance of the antenna over the whole tuning range, a trade-off is needed and the starting working point (the metasurface design for a fixed r ) must take this into consideration. To better illustrate this, a new simulation with the same physical design but longer (L = 15λ 0 instead of 10λ 0 ) has been carried out. The performance parameters in this case are shown in Table 3 . It can be observed that the differences between the radiation efficiencies (and gains) for different tuned values is reduced (leading to an increase of the differences in the aperture efficiency, although to a lesser extent), finding a range between r = 1 to 2.5 for which the beam scans from around −20 • to 20 • keeping the gain under the criterion of 3 dB difference.
Before we conclude this section, we would like to further use the realistic physical structure to confirm the reconfig- FIGURE 17 . Simulated results of the air-filled waveguide structure compared with the theoretical variation of the beam pointing direction, given by (11) , when the waveguide height is varied (design with physical realization). In this case, the BHMS design was carried out for p = λ 0 , d = 0.75λ 0 and θ out = −20 • . urability achieved by varying the waveguide height (this was demonstrated in Section V with impedance sheets). To this end, we use the same metasurface design ( Table 1 , Fig. 13 ), but without any dielectric filling (the waveguide is filled with air). Then, Fig. 17 shows the comparison between the theoretical scanning prediction, given by (11) , and the simulation results when d is varied. The agreement is excellent, thus validating the simple model and assumptions. To illustrate some simulation results of the radiation patterns, the 2D directivity of the structure with the physical implementation of the BHMS for three different waveguide heights (d =0.7, 1 and 2λ 0 ) is plotted in Fig. 18 . Despite the beam scanning, the SLL and directivity are well preserved. Regarding matching and antenna performance (radiation and aperture efficiencies), the same qualitative behavior as for the permittivity variation is expected and obtained: decrease in the radiation efficiency (and increase in the aperture illumination efficiency) as the pointing angle gets larger and good matching if the tuned value is not very extreme (very far from the working point). Therefore, again, the design of the working point must be carried out carefully to achieve the desired performance over the whole tuning range considering the aforementioned tradeoffs.
VII. APPLICATION: REDUCTION OF THE BEAM SQUINTING
In the transverse resonance condition given by (7) , the role that the waveguide height, d, plays is equivalent to that FIGURE 18. 2D directivity pattern obtained from electromagnetic simulation for the realistic design with the tuning of d . In this case, the waveguide is filled by air and the BHMS design was carried out for p = λ 0 , d = 0.75λ 0 and θ out = −20 • .
of the frequency, f . Therefore, if the metasurface were frequency-independent, a similar beam scanning performance as with the waveguide height, d , would be obtained with frequency variation, f , with the only difference that the frequency variation also affects the first term inside the inverse sine function (k 0 ):
However, obviously, when implementing the metasurface with any physical geometry that has frequency-dependent behavior, in addition to the beam reconfigurability previously mentioned, the metasurface constituents will be modified, thus likely degrading the radiation pattern shape. Therefore, in general, LWAs based on metasurfaces are not good candidates for frequency scanning and have very narrow bandwidth. Nevertheless, the radiation pattern degradation when changing the frequency might not be very severe closely enough to the design frequency.
Since we have already shown in Fig. 3 that there are two regimes of scanning sensitivity, high and low scanning rates, depending on the value of the waveguide height used for the design of the metasurface with respect to the final value used in the implemented structure (d/d ), we can work in the slow regime to reduce the beam squinting when changing the frequency.
For the beam squinting demonstration, we use the same metasurface design of Section VI. By using (11) , we can plot the theoretical variation of the beam pointing direction with the waveguide height ( Fig. 17 ) to see in which regime the initial design is working. It is shown that the original waveguide height (d = 0.75λ 0 ) is in the fast scanning region (close to the FIGURE 19. Theoretical variation of the beam pointing direction with the frequency for the design with physical realization. The BHMS design was carried out for r = 1, p = λ 0 and θ out = −20 • . The variation is shown for two waveguide heights: d = 0.75λ 0 and d = 3λ 0 . Simulation results for d = 3λ 0 are also plotted as circles. asymptote given by (14) , which, for θ in = 41.1 • , is d/d = 1.3). Then, to work in the region of the curve of Fig. 17 where low scanning rate occurs, we should work with a waveguide height much higher than the original (d/d should be much lower than the aforementioned asymptote). Therefore, in this case, the metasurface with the physical unit-cells of Section VI is used as the top plate of a parallel-plate waveguide of d = 3λ 0 , which is also a case of special interest since, as shown in Fig. 17, for d = 3 , near broadside radiation is obtained. Fig. 19 shows the theoretical prediction of the beam pointing direction over frequency for the original case (d = 0.75λ 0 ) and for the proposed case (d = 3λ 0 ) using (18) . It is shown that the beam squints around 12 • in the case of d = 0.75λ 0 and around 6 • for d = 3λ 0 (half of the previous case) over the same bandwidth, thus corroborating the design approach. The simulation results for the proposed designs are also plotted as red circles, with very good agreement with the theoretical prediction. Fig. 20 shows the simulated 2D directivity patterns at different frequencies around the design frequency (20 GHz). It can be observed that the beam pointing variation with frequency is really small. Although the metasurface behavior is frequency-dependent and the conversion to a leaky-mode does not have to be as pure as for the design frequency, the directivity plots show that, at least in the frequency band from 19.4 − 20.9 GHz, the radiation patterns are maintained reasonably in terms of SLL. Note that the frequencies further from the design frequency suffer more from an SLL increase, as expected. In any case, considering the useful bandwidth, the beam squints just 4 • over a 8% of fractional bandwidth, which is a very small value (for instance, in [20] , θ = 12 • over a 10% fractional bandwidth was obtained and, in [21] , θ = 1 • from 35 to 40 GHz, which is a 13.3% fractional bandwidth, but a prism structure was required), thus validating the practicality of the scanning rate control. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
Different reconfigurability mechanisms of the beam pointing direction of an LWA built as a parallel-plate waveguide with the top plate being a omega-bianisotropic Huygens' metasurface have been discussed. The large number of degrees of freedom in the design of such antennas allows the control of the beam scanning rate through different design parameters.
Particularly, the beam pointing direction can be tuned by varying the waveguide height or the dielectric permittivity value of the substrate filling the waveguide. The provided theoretical expressions for this angle variation, obtained under assumptions such as constant and homogeneous reflection coefficient of the BHMS under different impinging angles, show very good agreement with simulation results and demonstrate its validity despite its simplicity.
It is shown there are both slow and fast scanning regimes when the tuning parameter is the waveguide height. The dependence of the beam pointing direction with the substrate permittivity has a different response than that of the waveguide height, with a region of linear variation that allows backward-to-forward scanning over a wide-angle range when the other parameters are properly chosen. Both performances have been demonstrated with a structure design for which a physical implementation of the metasurface (using dog-bones copper traces cascaded in four different layers) has been proposed. Since the theoretical prediction is based on the maintenance of the reflection coefficient of the metasurface when the field from the waveguide impinges under different angles, in this latter case of the physically implemented design, the tunable dielectric filled just a part of the waveguide. All these convenient dynamic control features are enabled only because the metasurface decouples between the excitation and radiation properties by introducing engineered field discontinuity. This allows constructing the LWA with any prescribed r , d, θ in , θ out , as to satisfy both the dynamic range as well as the scanning rate that are desirable.
As an example of the usefulness of the control of the scanning rate, this feature has been exploited to reduce the beam squinting when using such an LWA over a wider bandwidth. It has been shown with a realistic physical design that, if the waveguide height is chosen to work in the slow scanning regime, the antenna can considerably reduce its beam squinting and widen its intrinsically narrow bandwidth (4 • over a 8% bandwidth with reduced SLL).
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